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Marijuana is the most commonly used illicit drug in the United States and its use is rising. Nonetheless, scientific efforts to clarify the risk for addiction and other harm associated with marijuana use have been lacking. Maladaptive decision-making is a cardinal feature of addiction that is likely to emerge in heavy users. In particular, distorted subjective reward valuation related to homeostatic or allostatic processes has been implicated for many drugs of abuse. Selective changes in responses to uncertainty have been observed in response to intoxication and deprivation from various drugs of abuse. To assess for these potential neuroadaptive changes in reward valuation associated with marijuana deprivation, we examined the subjective value of uncertain and certain rewards among deprived and nondeprived heavy marijuana users in a behavioral economics decision-making task. Deprived users displayed reduced valuation of uncertain rewards, particularly when these rewards were more objectively valuable. This uncertainty aversion increased with increasing quantity of marijuana use. These results suggest comparable decision-making vulnerability from marijuana use as other drugs of abuse, and highlights targets for intervention.

General Scientific Summary
Following 3 days of marijuana abstinence, heavy marijuana users showed changes in decision-making such that they avoided uncertain monetary rewards, even when these rewards were objectively more valuable than competing smaller but certain monetary rewards. Heavy marijuana users may prefer certain rewards more generally (e.g., getting high/avoiding unpleasant withdrawal) over alternative, less certain rewards (e.g., pursuing educational and career goals). These findings confirm that heavy marijuana use changes decision-making in similar ways to other addictive drugs.
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Marijuana is the most commonly used illicit drug in the United States, and use has been on the rise among young adults in recent years (Substance Abuse & Mental Health Services Administration, 2011). Increasingly relaxed attitudes (e.g., Johnston, O’Malley, Miech, Bachman, & Schulenberg, 2014; Jones & Saad, 2013) and policies regarding marijuana use likely result from the belief that it is less harmful than alcohol and other drugs (Nutt, King, Saulsberry, & Blakemore, 2007). This mostly unsubstantiated belief highlights the need for increased scientific efforts to clarify the risk for addiction and other harmful consequences associated with heavy marijuana use (Volkow, Baler, Compton, & Weiss, 2014).

Maladaptive decision-making is a cardinal feature of drug addiction that results in substantial harm as heavy drug users repeatedly choose to use drugs despite negative consequences (Bechara, 2003; Schultz, 2011), and display suboptimal decision-making with respect to nondrug rewards (Brevets et al., 2014; Coffey, Gudleski, Saladin, & Brady, 2003; Petry, 2001; Whitlow et al., 2004). Theorists suggest these decision-making deficits can result from multiple specific vulnerabilities including both premorbid risk factors and homeostatic and/or allostatic changes that are caused by the repeated use and withdrawal from drugs (Redish, Jensen, & Johnson, 2008; Schultz, 2011). Specifically, decision-making vulnerabilities in the context of reward uncertainty can impair individuals’ ability to accurately predict reward value in advance of its receipt. These vulnerabilities can also produce wide discrepancies between the subjective and objective valuations of drug and other rewards. In particular, changes in reward prediction...
and subjective valuation of uncertain (e.g., probabilistic or delayed) rewards may impact drug users’ ability to maintain drug abstinence during withdrawal.

Research on decision-making deficits associated with heavy marijuana use continues to lag far behind that of tobacco, alcohol, and other drugs of abuse. In particular, very few studies have examined decision-making during acute marijuana deprivation, a clinically meaningful period in which drug-deprived individuals make critical decisions regarding further use and relapse. Moreover, drug deprivation represents a period in which homeostatic and allostatic changes in decision-making resulting from chronic marijuana use may be sensitively identified.


**Addiction Allostasis: Stressors, Rewards, and Uncertainty**

Following drug administration, normal homeostatic processes attempt to stabilize drug-induced stressor and reward system dysregulation. Over time, repeated periods of drug intoxication and subsequent withdrawal contribute to allostasis—a process by which organisms achieve systemic stability through physiological or behavioral change (George, Le Moal, & Koob, 2013; Koob & Le Moal, 2001). Allostatic neuroadaptations alter homeostatic set-points for responding to stressors and rewards and can powerfully influence the heavy drug user’s perceived needs (Koob & Le Moal, 2001; Koob & Le Moal, 2008; Redish et al., 2008; Solomon & Corbit, 1974), increasing vulnerability for maladaptive decision-making.

Allostatic stress neuroadaptations have been implicated as a fundamental etiological mechanism in addiction to alcohol, benzodiazepines, opiates, cocaine, nicotine, and marijuana (Breese, Sinha, & Heilig, 2011; Koob & Le Moal, 2008; Shaham & Hope, 2005; Sinha, 2008; Weiss et al., 2001). These neuroadaptations exaggerate anxiety and other negative affective responses to stressors, particularly during brief or extended periods when drug use is stopped and withdrawal symptoms emerge (nicotine: Baker, Piper, McCarthy, Majeskie, & Fiore, 2004; Curtin, Mccarthy, Piper, & Baker, 2006). These neuroadaptations also position stressors as potent instigators of relapse for humans (Breese et al., 2011 (alcohol); Sinha, 2007) and animals (Shaham & Hope, 2005; Weiss et al., 2001). When stressors are unpredictable or otherwise uncertain, their impact on affective response and on decisions regarding appropriate behavioral response increases (Bach & Dolan, 2012; Grupe & Nitschke, 2013; Paulus & Yu, 2012). Accumulating evidence from our laboratory suggests that allostatic stress neuroadaptations resulting from repeated alcohol and nicotine use and withdrawal may specifically target response to uncertain stressors (i.e., threat of uncertain electric shock: alcohol: Bradford et al., 2013; Hefner & Curtin, 2012; Hefner et al., 2013; Moberg & Curtin, 2009; Moberg & Curtin, in preparation; nicotine: Hogle & Curtin, 2006; Hogle et al., 2010). Preliminary data demonstrate exaggerated response to uncertain stressors among drug-deprived heavy marijuana users (Hefner et al., 2015). Changes in stressor reactivity following heavy, chronic marijuana use also appear to contribute to subjective craving for drug rewards; these changes also contribute to relapse following treatment for marijuana abuse (Fox, Tuit, & Sinha, 2012).

Allostatic neuroadaptations following repeated drug use and withdrawal also directly target reward mechanisms (George et al., 2012). These reward neuroadaptations can effectively alter the subjective value the drug user assigns to available rewards (Redish et al., 2008; Robinson & Berridge, 2003) and motivational salience of drugs (Kalivas & Volkow, 2005), influencing decisions about which rewards to pursue (Mizumori & Jo, 2013). Both the pharmacologic high and the relief from aversive withdrawal symptoms represent relatively certain rewards following drug administration among the landscape of other potentially available but more distal and/or uncertain nondrug rewards (e.g., education, career, improved relationships) in the heavy drug user’s life. If allostatic neuroadaptations following repeated drug use decrease the subjective valuation of uncertain rewards, the drug user may be increasingly biased to pursue the more certain rewards from drug use rather than other possibilities that may be objectively more valuable (Berridge & Aldridge, 2008). Neuroadaptations biasing individuals against uncertain rewards may be most pronounced during acute deprivation because of increased negative affect, relief from which may make the certain rewards from drug use even more valuable. Thus, we directly examined the impact of drug deprivation following heavy marijuana use on the subjective reward value assigned to certain and uncertain rewards.

**Reward Decision-Making Under Uncertainty**

Individuals make decisions to pursue specific rewards based on the subjective value they assign to the array of rewards available to them. The value people assign to rewards is subjective, and reward values display intra- and interindividual differences based on preferences, biases, emotional states, and vulnerabilities (Knutson, Taylor, Kaufman, Peterson, & Glover, 2005; Redish et al., 2008; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Decisions regarding which rewards to pursue are often made without complete information regarding the potential outcomes. Uncertainty exists when reward receipt is delayed (temporal uncertainty) (Bickel, Koffarnus, Moody, & Wilson, 2014; Bickel & Marsch, 2001) or when multiple potential reward outcomes are associated with a specific course of action (probabilistic uncertainty) (Shead, Callan, & Hodgins, 2008; Shead & Hodgins, 2009; Yi, Chase, & Bickel, 2007). With probabilistic uncertainty, uncertainty increases when the probability of receiving potential rewards is unknown (Huettel et al., 2006; Platt & Huettel, 2008) and when the variance (difference) between each of the potential rewards is high (Christopoulos, Tobler, Bossaerts, Dolan, & Schultz, 2009; Tobler, Christopoulos, O’Doherty, Dolan, & Schultz, 2009).

People tend to make disadvantageous decisions when uncertainty exists (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Much like uncertain
stressors are more aversive than certain stressors (Bradford et al., 2013; Grupe & Nitschke, 2013; Hefner & Curtin, 2012), uncertain rewards are less desirable than certain rewards; uncertainty aversion leads humans and animals to subjectively “discount” or devalue uncertain rewards relative to their objective reward value (for review, see Green & Myerson, 2004). When choosing between certain and probabilistic (uncertain) rewards, people prefer certain rewards even when the objective value (i.e., probability weighted sum of reward outcomes) of both rewards is identical. The objective value of the uncertain reward must be substantially higher than the certain reward to overcome our innate uncertainty aversion (Huettel et al., 2006; Platt & Huetttel, 2008).

Although all individuals make suboptimal decisions under certain circumstances, impaired decision-making is a cardinal feature of addiction, with drug users pursuing drugs despite negative consequences (American Psychological Association, 2013; Redish et al., 2008). Redish and colleagues (2008) have developed an influential, integrative perspective on addiction etiology that identifies numerous specific vulnerabilities in the decision-making system that contribute to addiction. Although some of these vulnerabilities are premorbid risk factors, short-term perturbations in homeostasis and persistent allostatic neuroadaptations in reward valuation are proposed to be key etiological mechanisms with high potential to produce harm. In fact, biased or otherwise impaired reward prediction, estimation, and valuation feature prominently in numerous contemporary perspectives on addiction (Bickel et al., 2014; Robinson & Berridge, 2003; Schultz, 2011; Wiers & Stacy, 2006).

Drug users exhibit biased decision-making such that they prefer certain rewards relative to uncertain rewards at greater rates than the general population, even when pursuing these certain rewards is disadvantageous over the long term (Bickel & Marsch, 2001; Bickel, Odum, & Madden, 1999; Brevers et al., 2014; Johnson, Bickel, & Baker, 2007; Platt, Watson, Hayden, Shepherd, & Klein, 2010). This uncertainty aversion has been most clearly observed as “delay discounting” associated with temporally uncertain, delayed drug rewards including cigarettes (Bickel et al., 1999; Johnson et al., 2007), opioids (Madden, Petry, Badger, & Bickel, 1997), cocaine (Coffey et al., 2003), and alcohol (Goudriaan, Grekin, & Sher, 2007; Petry, 2001). Furthermore, drug deprivation has been shown to increase delay discounting of monetary and drug rewards.

As noted earlier, decision-making deficits among heavy marijuana users have not been as thoroughly investigated as other drugs. That which exists has primarily focused on differences between heavy marijuana users and nonusers, making it difficult to determine if observed differences result from premorbid risk factors or consequences of repeated marijuana use (Bechara, Damasio, & Anderson, 1994; Hermann et al., 2009; Johnson et al., 2010; Wesley, Hanlon, & Porrino, 2011; Whitlow et al., 2004). Experimental manipulations of marijuana deprivation in heavy marijuana users are needed to test for allostatic neuroadaptations in reward valuation and decision-making. Preliminary evidence indicates that neural processing is altered during reward anticipation among one-week abstinence marijuana users (van Hell et al., 2010). This may have important implications for relapse among abstinence seekers, ongoing decisions to use marijuana, and/or the pursuit of alternative nondrug rewards among marijuana users. If robust changes in subjective reward valuation and impaired decision-making result from heavy marijuana use, the potential for societal harm may be high and likely to grow as use escalates with changing attitudes and legal landscape.

The Present Study

We examined the effects of acute (3 days) marijuana deprivation on heavy marijuana users’ subjective reward valuation of certain versus uncertain monetary rewards in a modified version of a decision-making task developed by Huettel and colleagues (2006). We recruited a sample of heavy users given the likelihood of neuroadaptive changes in these users. We chose to examine subjective valuation of monetary rewards for ease of administration, calculation of objective (vs. subjective) value and the correspondingly robust literature on decision-making regarding these rewards (Bickel & Marsch, 2001; Richards, Zhang, Mitchell, & de Wit, 1999; Tobler et al., 2009). Further, similar distortions in subjective reward value of monetary and drug rewards manifest during drug deprivation (Field, Santarcangelo, Sumnall, Goudie, & Cole, 2006; Giordano et al., 2002; Yi & Landes, 2012).

On each trial, participants chose whether they would prefer to receive a single prespecified monetary value (i.e., the “certain reward”) or one of two different monetary values (i.e., the “uncertain reward”) whose probability of receipt was either known (50%-50%) or unknown. Across trials, we manipulated the values of the monetary rewards to vary the objective utility of the uncertain reward (i.e., the probability weighted sum of the two monetary values that comprised the uncertain reward minus the monetary value of the certain reward). We also manipulated the uncertain reward variance (i.e., discrepancy between the two monetary values of the uncertain reward).

Following Huettel and colleagues (2006), we expected all participants to display uncertainty aversion and prefer the certain reward (except when objective utility of the uncertain reward was substantially higher). We expected uncertainty aversion to be greater on unknown (relative to known) probability and high (relative to low) uncertain reward variance trials because these trials involve more uncertainty. Most importantly, we predicted that deprived marijuana users would display greater uncertainty aversion than nondeprived users, particularly at higher levels of uncertain reward utility when the preference for the uncertain reward would otherwise be increased. We examined interactions between Deprivation Group and Uncertainty Type (known vs. unknown probability) and Uncertain Reward Variance (low vs. high) to determine if the predicted deprivation effect on uncertainty aversion was robust across reward characteristics and contexts or alternatively, observed selectively under specific parameters.

Method

Participants

One hundred four heavy marijuana users (i.e., reporting marijuana use ≥5 days per week, ≥twice per day on days when used, for ≥6 months) were recruited from the greater Madison, Wisconsin area via flyer and online advertisements. Participants with current diagnoses of alcohol or other drug dependence (other than...
marijuana dependence) or reporting use of psychotropic medication(s), engagement in psychological treatment (within the last 6 months) or current or past diagnosis of psychotic disorders were excluded from the study. The sample included equal numbers of men and women with a mean age of 22.2 years (SD = 1.0, range = 18–34). We provide additional detail about the sample characteristics in Table 1.

General Procedure

Preliminary screening was accomplished when prospective participants called the laboratory to indicate interest in the study. Prospective participants were informed on the phone about the protections of the NIH Certificate of Confidentiality associated with this study, and provided verbal consent to assess their marijuana use and medical history. Those meeting preliminary eligibility criteria during the phone contact were scheduled for a subsequent formal screening session in our laboratory. During this screening session, all participants provided informed consent and were reminded about the protections of the study’s NIH Certificate of Confidentiality. A clinician verified inclusion/exclusion criteria by administering a standardized structured interview to assess their medical history, past and current drug use history (using the alcohol and drug use disorders components of the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview adapted to assess marijuana use patterns. Marijuana use was assessed during a semistructured interview with a clinician in which participants were queried regarding how often they purchased marijuana, in what amounts, how often they used with others, and so forth in order to obtain a personal approximate weekly quantity of use. Participants also provided a urine sample to provide biological verification of their marijuana use.

Marijuana users were randomly assigned to one of two Deprivation Groups (deprived or nondeprived) in this screening session. Participants assigned to the deprived group were instructed to abstain from any use of marijuana (e.g., smoked, ingested, and so on) for 3 days before their experimental session (described in the next section). Those assigned to the nondeprived group were instructed to maintain their typical frequency and quantity of marijuana use. However, they were instructed to refrain from smoking marijuana for at least 1 hour before the experimental session to avoid acute intoxication effects in that session. All participants were asked to avoid using alcohol or other recreational drugs for 24 hours before their experimental session. Those reporting use of nicotine were asked to continue their usual quantity and frequency of use. Experimental sessions were scheduled to occur within 4 – 10 days of the screening session.

On arrival for the experimental session, all participants provided a second urine sample and reported the date/time of their last marijuana use and any recent (i.e., past 24 hour) alcohol or other (1 week) drug use. Breath alcohol concentration (BAC) was also assessed in all participants. Deprived participants who were noncompliant with abstinence instructions based on this urine drug test or their self-report were dismissed and given the opportunity to reschedule once. Any participant indicating noncompliance with the alcohol and/or other drug use requirements was dismissed.

Participants next completed the Reward Uncertainty Decision-Making Task (described in the next section). Following task completion, participants were debriefed, compensated for their participation, and dismissed. Participants were paid $30/hour for total time spent in the laboratory (typically between 2 and 3 hours). They also received money based on their choice associated with one randomly selected trial from the decision-making task (range: $4–$56). Deprived users were mailed an additional $200 for compliance with the deprivation procedure following confirmation of abstinence via quantitative urinalysis (see Urine Analysis for Marijuana Use section for description of procedures).

Reward Uncertainty Decision-Making Task

The Reward Uncertainty Decision-Making Task was a modified version of a task developed by Huettel and colleagues (2006). The task included 144 trials where participants were presented simultaneously with “certain” and “uncertain” monetary rewards, indicated by two adjacent circles on a computer monitor. Certain rewards contained a single monetary value presented in the center of a circle. Uncertain rewards contained two monetary values presented vertically within the circle. Exemplar trials are displayed in Figure 1. Participants pressed one of two buttons to indicate whether they preferred to receive the certain or uncertain reward on each trial. If participants chose the certain reward, they were instructed that they could receive the monetary value depicted within that circle at the end of the experiment. If participants chose the uncertain reward, they were instructed that they could receive one of the two monetary values shown in that circle at the end of the experiment. They were instructed that the task was not a math test, there were no right or wrong answers, and that they should decide between the certain and uncertain reward based simply on their personal preference. To motivate task engagement, participants were informed that at the end of the task the computer would randomly select one trial and they would receive the money associated with their decision on that trial as a task performance bonus. Participants were required to respond within 4 seconds on each trial. Computer feedback was provided on any trial where response time was slower than this cutoff, and participants were told that if the computer randomly

---

1 We excluded participants with current alcohol or other substance use dependence because the study design required that participants not be under the influence of alcohol or other drugs nor in withdrawal from drugs other than marijuana during the experimental session. However, current alcohol or substance dependence was not observed frequently during study recruitment. These criteria excluded 4 potential participants with current alcohol dependence and 1 potential participant with current cocaine dependence as assessed by the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview (Sheehan et al., 1998) during the screening session.

2 No participants in either group were disqualified for a positive BAC at the experimental session. Likewise, no participants in the Deprived Group were disqualified because of a positive urine drug test indicating recent marijuana use before the experimental session. One participant was disqualified from the Deprived Group because of abstaining for seven days. Two participants in the Nondeprived Group were disqualified for self-reported use of drugs (other than marijuana) within one week of the experimental session. Finally, 4 participants in the Deprived Group and 7 participants in the Nondeprived Group were lost to attrition between the screening and experimental session.
selected such a trial at the end of the task, they would receive no bonus money. Following instructions and questions, participants completed a series of practice trials to confirm that they understood the task. The task required approximately 20 minutes to complete.

The objective utility of the uncertain reward (relative to the certain reward) varied across trials. This Uncertain Reward Utility is defined as the probability weighted sum of the two monetary values that comprised the uncertain reward minus the monetary value of the certain reward. Uncertain Reward Utility can be expressed mathematically as 

\[(0.5 \times \text{low uncertain reward value}) + (0.5 \times \text{high uncertain reward value}) - \text{certain reward value},\]


and represents a range of uncertain and certain reward values where it was objectively advantageous (positive utilities) or disadvantageous (negative utilities) to choose the uncertain reward. An uncertain reward utility of 0 represents a balance point where the expected monetary reward for the uncertain and certain rewards was equal. As described earlier, individuals exhibit a general bias against uncertainty (uncertainty aversion), which was expected to display as reduced subjective preference for the uncertain reward until its objective utility became markedly greater than 0.

Across trials, we manipulated two independent variables that were expected to affect the probability of preferring the uncertain reward. The Uncertain Reward Variance, defined as the difference between the value of the high and low monetary values that comprised the uncertain reward, was either low ($10 difference; e.g., $25 and $35) or high ($50 difference; e.g., $5 and $55). Uncertainty aversion was expected to be greater when Uncertain Reward Variance was high. The Uncertainty Type varied across known and unknown probability trials. On known probability trials (indicated by a line dividing the uncertain reward circle in half), participants were instructed that the probability of receiving each of the two monetary values that comprised the uncertain reward was 0.5. If they selected the uncertain reward. On unknown probability trials (indicated by a question mark in the center of the uncertain reward circle), the two uncertain reward monetary values were displayed but no information was provided about the relative probability of receiving each of those two values. Uncertainty aversion was expected to be greater for unknown probability trials.

### Table 1

**Participant Characteristics by Deprivation Group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Deprived</th>
<th>Non-Deprived</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>22.3 (3.6)</td>
<td>22.1 (3.3)</td>
<td>.756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana Use Disorder Diagnosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(current)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No diagnosis</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana abuse</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana dependence</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>57.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana Grams Used Per Week</td>
<td>7.2 (7.8)</td>
<td>7.0 (6.8)</td>
<td>.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana Withdrawal Checklist</td>
<td>3.2 (2.4)</td>
<td>3.0 (2.7)</td>
<td>.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana Craving Questionnaire</td>
<td>71.7 (14.5)</td>
<td>74.8 (13.5)</td>
<td>.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatinine-Normalized THC</td>
<td>427.1 (558.0)</td>
<td>284.4 (285.0)</td>
<td>.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance Abuse Diagnosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(current; other than marijuana)*</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Abuse Diagnosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(current)*</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>34.6%</td>
<td>.279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Adult Alcohol Problems Screening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test (past year; α = .88)</td>
<td>4.4 (3.0)</td>
<td>5.3 (3.9)</td>
<td>.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholic Drinks per Week</td>
<td>10.1 (10.7)</td>
<td>9.8 (12.6)</td>
<td>.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression Anxiety Stress Scales</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(past month)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>6.9 (5.2)</td>
<td>6.8 (5.8)</td>
<td>.943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression (α = .82)</td>
<td>6.2 (5.8)</td>
<td>6.7 (7.1)</td>
<td>.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress (α = .79)</td>
<td>10.4 (7.4)</td>
<td>9.7 (6.9)</td>
<td>.623</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** N = 104; Table entries are mean (standard deviation) unless otherwise indicated. We also report Cronbach’s alpha (α) internal consistency reliability for self-report measures with multiple items. *Diagnoses established by interview with Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview. Potential participants were excluded for current diagnosis of alcohol or substance (other than marijuana) dependence.
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Figure 1. Participants were presented with trials displaying certain and uncertain rewards. Uncertain rewards varied by Uncertain Reward Variance (low vs. high). Uncertainty Type (known vs. unknown probability). (A) displays trial with low uncertain reward variance ($10 difference between two values displayed in the uncertain reward). (B) displays a known probability trial with high uncertain reward variance ($50). (C) and (D) display unknown probability trials with low ($10) and high ($50) uncertain reward variance, respectively.
which included greater uncertainty because of the absence of reward probability information. Manipulation of uncertain reward utility, uncertainty type, and uncertain reward variance yielded 36 unique trial combinations of values across certain and uncertain rewards (9 \times 2 \times 2) that were presented twice each.

Urine Analysis for Marijuana Use

Urine samples from marijuana users were obtained at both screening and experimental sessions for quantitative analysis (United States Drug Testing Laboratories; Des Plaines, IL) to verify compliance with the abstinence instructions for the deprived smokers. To reduce the possible impact of urine dilution on accurate measurement of the THC metabolite, 11-nor-9-carboxy-\(\Delta^9\)-tetrahydrocannabinol (THCCOOH), creatinine normalized urine samples were used (Hawks, 1983; Huestis & Cone, 1998). Because of the relatively long half-life of the THC metabolite, a specimen ratio of creatinine-normalized samples at two different time points (Creatinine-Normalized Specimen 2/Creatinine-Normalized Specimen 1) is necessary to detect recent use among chronic marijuana users (Huestis & Cone, 1998). Following previously established procedures and cut scores (Huestis & Cone, 1998; Manno, Ferslew, & Manno, 1984), deprived smokers with specimen ratios greater than 1.5 were considered noncompliant with the abstinence requirement.

Open Science Practices

We support emerging open science guidelines (Nosek et al., 2015). Following these guidelines, we have made the data, analysis scripts, questionnaires, and other study materials associated with this report publicly available via Open Science Framework. These materials can be accessed at https://osf.io/raqm4/.

Results

Participant Characteristics

We report participants’ demographics and history of marijuana use and related experiences by Deprivation Group at screening in Table 1. Consistent with our inclusion criteria, participants were heavy marijuana users with the total sample reporting mean consumption of 7.1 (SD = 7.3) grams of marijuana per week. Although not required for inclusion in the study, 52.9% of the sample met criteria for DSM–IV–TR marijuana dependence and 28.9% met criteria for marijuana abuse. As expected given random assignment, there were no significant differences between the deprived and nondeprived users on any of these demographic, trait affect, and alcohol/drug-related measures reported in Table 1.

Deprivation Manipulation Checks

We report results from manipulation checks of our marijuana deprivation procedure in Table 2. As expected, deprived users displayed significantly greater reported time since last use, reported greater withdrawal (Marijuana Withdrawal Checklist; Budney, Novy, & Hughes, 1999), and craving (Marijuana Craving Questionnaire; Heishman, Singleton, & Liguori, 2001) during the experimental session than did nondeprived users. In addition, urinanalysis indicated that both overall Creatinine-Normalized THC as well as the specimen ratio of experimental/screening session results were greater in deprived than nondeprived users.

The Uncertain Reward Decision-Making Task

The odds of choosing the uncertain reward were analyzed in a two-level generalized linear mixed effects model with a binomial error distribution and a logit link function (i.e., multilevel logistic regression) in R (R Development Core Team, 2013) using the lme4 (Bates et al., 2014) and lmsupport (Curtin, 2014) packages. We included fixed effects for the level 2 between-subjects variable, Deprivation Group (nondeprived vs. deprived user), and for level 1 within-subject task variables, Uncertain Reward Utility (−4 to 4), Uncertainty Type (known vs. unknown probability), and Uncertain Reward Variance (low vs. high). Fixed effects for the interaction between each of these within-subject task variables and Deprivation Group were also modeled to determine if these task-related variables moderated the Deprivation Group effect. The overall effect of Sex (female vs. male) and its interactions with Deprivation Group and the within-subject task variables were included as covariates to increase power to test focal effects. Finally, random effects were included for the intercept, Uncertain Reward Utility and each of the within-subject task variables. Two model outliers, based on Bonferroni-corrected (p < .05) standardized residuals, were identified and removed from all analyses of the decision-making task. We report raw parameter estimates (\(B\)) and odds ratios (OR) to document effect sizes.

Task-related variables and covariates. Consistent with previous research demonstrating uncertainty aversion, participants’ odds of selecting the uncertain (relative to the certain) reward was significantly lower than 1 when the uncertain and certain rewards had equal reward value (i.e., Uncertain Reward Utility = 0), \(B = -1.33,\) 95% CI(B): [−1.57, −1.10], \(z = 11.01,\) \(p < .001,\) OR = 0.26.

We report analyses of the main effects of Uncertain Reward Utility and the three task-related variables as manipulation checks to confirm the validity of the Uncertain Reward Decision Making task functioned. As expected, participants were sensitive to changes in the objective Uncertain Reward Utility, \(B = 0.79,\) 95% CI(B): [0.72, 0.86], \(z = 22.55, p < .001,\) OR = 2.20. This significant main effect of Uncertain Reward Utility confirms that as the objective monetary reward value of the uncertain reward increased relative to the certain reward, the odds that participants preferred the uncertain reward increased. As expected, there was a main effect of Uncertain Reward Variance, \(B = -0.52,\) 95% CI(B): [−0.80, −0.23], \(z = 3.58, p < .001,\) OR = 0.60. This indicates that the odds that participants preferred the uncertain reward was reduced when the difference between the possible values of this uncertain reward was increased (i.e., high vs. low). Similarly, the expected main effect of Uncertainty Type was significant, \(B = -0.43,\) 95% CI(B): [−0.57, −0.28], \(z = 5.71,\)
p < .001, OR = 0.65. Thus, participants had lower odds of selecting the uncertain reward when no information was provided about the relative probability of receiving each of the two possible values for the uncertain reward (unknown vs. known probability trials), that is, when uncertainty was highest.

The inclusion of Sex as a covariate to increase power was justified by the significant Sex × Uncertain Reward Utility interaction, $B = 0.22$, 95% CI(B): [0.08, 0.35], $z = 3.17, p = .002$, OR = 1.24, indicating that the magnitude of the Utility effect was greater in men than in women. Of interest, Deprivation Group effects (described next) did not differ by Sex.

**Deprivation Group.** The main effect of Deprivation Group was not significant $B = -0.07$, 95% CI(B): [0.15, 1.24], $z = 0.31, p = .761$, OR = 0.93. However, there was a significant Deprivation Group × Uncertain Reward Utility interaction, $B = -0.16$, 95% CI(B): [−0.30, −0.03], $z = 2.37, p = .018$, OR = 0.85, indicating the effect of Deprivation Group on the odds of preferring the uncertain reward increased as the utility of the uncertain reward increased (see Figure 2). To further describe this interaction, we tested simple effects of Deprivation Group at low (−3) and high (+3) Uncertain Reward Utility. The simple effect of Deprivation Group was not significant when the utility of the uncertain reward was low, $B = .42$, 95% CI(B): [−0.28, 1.11], $z = 1.18, p = .238$, OR = 1.52. This indicates that deprived and nondeprived users preferred the uncertain reward at roughly equivalent rates when the utility of that uncertain reward was low; participants were generally very unlikely to prefer it. In contrast, when the utility of the uncertain reward was high, the simple effect of Deprivation Group was significant, $B = −0.56$, 95% CI(B): [−1.11, −0.02], $z = 2.04, p = .041$, OR = 0.57. This indicates that on trials where it was advantageous to select the uncertain reward because the expected monetary reward was higher for it than the certain reward, deprived users preferred it at significantly lower rates than nondeprived users.

The other task factors (i.e., Uncertain Reward Variance and Uncertainty Type) did not significantly moderate the Deprivation Group or the Deprivation Group × Uncertain Reward Utility effects. This indicates that the uncertainty aversion characterizing decisions of deprived users when uncertain reward utility was high was robustly displayed across high and low uncertain reward variance and known and unknown probability trials.

**Moderation by Marijuana Grams Used per Week.** To examine whether quantity of weekly marijuana use moderated the observed effects of Deprivation Group reported above, we added Marijuana Grams Used per Week to the original generalized linear model described earlier, allowing it to interact with the effects of Deprivation and Uncertain Reward Utility.

We observed a significant interaction between Marijuana Grams Used per Week and Deprivation Group, $B = −0.07$, 95% CI(B): [−0.13, −0.01], $z = 2.20, p = .028$, OR = 0.93, such that the magnitude of the Deprivation Group effect on the odds of preferring the uncertain reward increased as users report higher levels of marijuana use (see Figure 3). This moderating effect was observed consistently across the full range of uncertain reward utilities. To further describe this moderating effect, we tested the simple effects of Deprivation Group for low (1.5 g/week; 5th percentile of sample) and high (25 g/week; 95th percentile) levels of marijuana use.

![Figure 2](image_url) **Figure 2.** Deprivation Group × Uncertain Reward Utility. We present the odds of choosing the uncertain reward as a function Deprivation Group and Uncertain Reward Utility. The shaded regions indicate confidence envelopes (±1 standard error) around the point estimates (dark lines) for mean odds from the generalized linear mixed effect model. The Deprivation Group × Uncertain Reward Utility interaction was significant ($p = .018$). The simple effect of Deprivation Group was not significant ($p = .238$) at low utility (−3) but was significant ($p = .041$) at high utility (3).
use. When level of use was low, the simple effect of Deprivation Group was not significant, $B = 0.32$, 95% CI(95%): $[-0.26, 0.88]$, $z = 1.09\ p = .276$, OR = 1.37. This indicates when weekly marijuana use was low, deprived and nondeprived users selected the uncertain reward at comparable rates across the range of uncertain reward utilities. However, when weekly marijuana use was high, the simple effect of Deprivation Group was significant, $B = -1.3$, 95% CI(95%): $[-2.54, -0.09]$, $z = 2.09\ p = .037$, OR = 0.27. This indicates that when level of weekly use was high, deprived users preferred the uncertain reward at lower rates than nondeprived users regardless of the level of uncertain reward utility.

**Discussion**

The present study examined the effects of acute (3 days) marijuana deprivation on heavy marijuana users’ subjective valuation of certain versus uncertain monetary rewards using a modified version of a reward decision-making task. As predicted, participants displayed uncertainty aversion, subjectively overvaluing certain rewards, even when the objective value of these rewards was identical. As expected, preference for uncertain rewards increased with increasing uncertain reward utility. Consistent with the neuroeconomics literature, participants had lower odds of selecting uncertain rewards with unknown probability (putatively more uncertain than known probability trials) (Hsu, Bhatt, Adolphs, Tranel, & Camerer, 2005; Huettel et al., 2006). Participants also had lower odds of selecting uncertain rewards when reward variance was high versus low, as expected given the tendency to perceive such circumstances as more uncertain because of greater discrepancy between potential outcomes.

**Marijuana Deprivation: Effects, Boundary Conditions, and Moderation by Quantity of Use**

Marijuana deprivation further exaggerated reductions in subjective valuation of uncertain rewards. This deprivation effect was observed as a significant Deprivation Group × Uncertain Reward Utility interaction; odds of preferring the uncertain reward were reduced by almost 50% among deprived relative to nondeprived users when uncertain reward utility was moderately high. Given the robust baseline aversion for uncertainty that has been well documented in healthy populations (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974), it is not surprising that deprivation effects were exhibited only at high uncertain reward utility. At lower uncertain reward utility, floor effects likely reduced the sensitivity to detect further reductions in the subjective value of these uncertain rewards by marijuana deprivation (also see Yi et al., 2007).

We tested for task moderators of the observed marijuana deprivation effect to establish possible boundary conditions for this decreased subjective valuation of uncertain rewards. Although both Uncertainty Type and Uncertain Reward Variance had sig-

---

**Figure 3.** Quantity of marijuana use moderates deprivation group effect. We present the odds of choosing the uncertain reward as a function of Deprivation Group and Uncertain Reward Utility in separate panels for marijuana users with low (1.5 g/week) and high (25 g/week) quantity of marijuana use. The shaded regions indicate confidence envelopes (± 1 standard error) around the point estimates (dark lines) for mean odds from the generalized linear mixed effect model. The Quantity of Use × Deprivation Group interaction was significant ($p = .028$). The simple effect of Deprivation Group was significant for high ($p = .037$) but not low ($p = .276$) quantity of use. Note that quantity of marijuana use was modeled quantitatively for analysis. The panels that present point estimates for low and high quantity of use were created only for display.
significant effects on participants’ subjective valuation of the uncertain reward overall, neither of these factors moderated the deprivation effect. Thus, marijuana deprivation decreased the subjective value of the uncertain rewards even when uncertainty was relatively low (i.e., known probability trials) or when the “stakes” were low (i.e., low Uncertain Reward Variance). Overall, these results suggest marijuana deprivation broadly reduces subjective valuation of uncertain rewards across important characteristics regarding these uncertain rewards.

We also evaluated whether quantity of marijuana use moderated the deprivation effect; indeed weekly marijuana consumption significantly moderated the marijuana deprivation effect. Specifically, the magnitude of the deprivation effect increased with increasing quantity of use. This observation has at least two important implications. First, it increases the construct validity of the deprivation manipulation. Marijuana deprivation would be expected to most robustly affect behavior among individuals for whom deprivation contrasts strongly with their normal pattern of use. Second, although we did not directly test for neuroadaptations in the present experiment, this effect is consistent with the homeostatic/allostatic reward neuroadaptation hypothesis, suggesting that the strength of these adaptations may be a function of quantity of use. Conversely, it also begins to define a boundary for harm associated with marijuana use; these compensatory neuroadaptations in uncertain reward valuation emerge only for individuals who display high quantities of use. Furthermore, it should be highlighted that we intentionally recruited individuals who reported relatively high levels of marijuana use for this study, as neuroadaptations in reward processing are expected to manifest in heavier users.

Although our findings are consistent with reward neuroadaptations, it should be noted that alternative theories remain tenable and are not mutually exclusive with this hypothesis. Specifically, working memory and attentional bias may play a role in the observed effects. Reward estimation and prediction under conditions of uncertainty require intact working memory processes within the prefrontal cortex and modulatory inputs from motivation and/or emotion processing areas of the brain, with damage to any of these systems resulting in maladaptive decisions (Mizumori & Jo, 2013). Similarly, increased working memory load leads to impulsive behavior and maladaptive decision-making among vulnerable individuals (Hofmann, Friese, & Strack, 2009; Wiers, Ames, Hofmann, Krank, & Stacy, 2010). Chronic, heavy marijuana use is associated with impairments in memory and attention that worsen with increasing years of regular use (Solowij et al., 2002). Thus, marijuana use may impair decision-making via its impact on the prefrontal cortex (Hermann et al., 2007; Quickfall & Crockford, 2006) and related working memory functions (Fridberg, Gerst, & Finn, 2013). Correspondingly, cognitive enhancement and remediation has been proposed as a promising treatment for marijuana and other drug use disorders (Baskin-Sommers, Curtin, & Newman, 2015; Sofuoglu, Sugarman, & Carroll, 2010). Such cognitive enhancement may influence subjective reward valuation and uncertainty aversion directly or indirectly via effects on attention, working memory, and/or executive function. For example, working memory training has reduced delayed discounting among stimulant-addicted individuals (Bickel, Yi, Landes, Hill, & Baxter, 2011).

Clarifications, Caveats, and Future Directions

As described earlier, quantity of use emerged as an important individual difference. Participants also reported diverse patterns of use (e.g., binge vs. steady state use, sharing with others), methods of administration (e.g., joint, water pipe, “spliff”, vaporizer), variable strains, potency, and constituents (e.g., concentration of THC vs. cannabidiol) of marijuana consumed. Research indicates differential subjective, pharmacokinetic, and physiological effects of marijuana when administered via different methods (Cooper & Haney, 2009). Furthermore, drug use patterns involving frequent binge/ intoxication and withdrawal versus steady state dosing may more strongly recruit allostatic changes in brain stress and reward systems (Koob & Kreek, 2007; Koob & Volkow, 2010). Thus, our grams used per week measure is relatively inexact; however, despite inherent “noise” in this measure, it remained reliable enough to emerge as a significant moderator of our deprivation effect.

Furthermore, while our behavioral task focused on certain versus uncertain rewards, participants received a relatively certain and nontrivial payment for time spent in the laboratory. In addition, those randomly assigned to abstain received an additional $200 in the mail once their abstinence was confirmed by urine analysis. This compensation could have reduced the subjective value of our task rewards and therefore the sensitivity of the task itself. Furthermore, the relatively large reward for deprivation could have led participants to subvert study protocol (e.g., by substituting another individual’s urine for their own). Notwithstanding, the observation of significant and robust task manipulations and a significant deprivation effect on uncertainty aversion suggests that our task remained sensitive to differences in decision-making processes.

There are also tradeoffs to using a behavioral task in which multiple responses are made in a short period of time such as the task in this study versus a single decision trial. Of course, heavy marijuana users make both single isolated and repeated related decisions across situations in everyday life such that both single and multiple trial tasks likely possess relevant external validity. Most importantly, trials were presented pseudorandomly to avoid confounding task manipulations with order effects in this task.

As we provide a cross-sectional snapshot of the effect of marijuana deprivation on subjective valuation of uncertain rewards, it is not possible to determine if the observed effects result from a short-term homeostatic process in response to the most recent drug administration and acute withdrawal or a more persistent allostatic neuroadaptation. If the latter, it is unknown to what degree this allostatic adaptation may be reversible following extended abstinence. These are important questions both with respect to mechan-

We chose to examine probabilistically uncertain monetary rewards in this report in part because these rewards have calculable objective values yet considerable individual differences in the subjective valuation of these rewards are still observed (Huettel et al., 2006; Platt & Huettel, 2008; Richards et al., 1999; Weber & Huettel, 2008). Some research suggests comparable probabilistic discounting across monetary versus consumable rewards in healthy individuals (Estle, Green, Myerson, & Holt, 2007) and drug users (Field et al., 2006; Giordano et al., 2002; Poltavski &
Weatherly, 2013; Yi & Landes, 2012). Nonetheless, future research needs to explicitly examine if our results regarding probabilistic uncertain monetary rewards generalize to probabilistic drug rewards and other consumable and nonconsumable probabilistic rewards (e.g., Johnson et al., 2007).

Both temporal delay and probabilistic outcomes can produce uncertainty regarding rewards. Devaluation of delayed and probabilistic rewards may result from shared mechanisms in the processes of these two classes of uncertain rewards (Green & Myerson, 2004; Kalenscher, 2007; Poltavski & Weatherly, 2013; Prelec & Loewenstein, 1991; Rachlin, Raineri, & Cross, 1991). Observed positive correlations between subjective valuation of delayed and probabilistic rewards support this perspective (e.g., Myerson, Green, Hanson, Holt, & Estle, 2003; but see also Shead et al., 2008; Shead & Hodgins, 2009). However, distinct processes may also underlie distortions in subjective valuation of delayed versus probabilistic rewards in vulnerable populations (Green & Myerson, 2013; Johnson et al., 2010; Myerson et al., 2003). The present task can be easily modified to examine the effect of marijuana deprivation on temporally uncertain rewards, an important next step in our program of research.

Summary and Implications

Increasing marijuana use represents an emerging public health issue that warrants more scientific scrutiny. Public opinion appears to associate marijuana with less harmful consequences than alcohol and other drugs (Johnston et al., 2014; Nutt et al., 2007). Ongoing marijuana use legislation efforts may be premature given the relative dearth of evidence about marijuana’s long-term impact on users.

The results described in this report suggest that chronic heavy marijuana use decreases the subjective valuation of probabilistically uncertain rewards across all users during short-term drug deprivation. This deprivation effect increases with increasing quantity of use. Nonetheless, this reduction in uncertain reward valuation appears to generalize across important characteristics regarding these uncertain rewards.

To the degree that decision-making vulnerabilities represent a cardinal feature of drug addiction, marijuana appears similar to other drugs of abuse in its potential to recruit addiction mechanisms via homeostatic or allostatic neuroadaptations in subjective reward valuation (Redish et al., 2008). These changes in uncertain reward valuation may have important implications for the individual’s subsequent decisions regarding ongoing drug use, relapse following cessation attempts, and perhaps the pursuit of distal or otherwise uncertain nondrug rewards in social, educational, work, and health domains. This bias against uncertain rewards may represent one manifestation of a broader uncertainty aversion that generalizes across rewards and stressors, with implications for ongoing drug use and relapse (Hefner et al., 2015; Hefner et al., 2013; Hogle et al., 2010; Moberg & Curtin, 2015). Specifically, our laboratory’s program of research suggests that repeated alcohol, marijuana, and other drug use prompts neuroadaptation(s) biasing the user against uncertainty generally, making uncertain rewards less positive and uncertain stressors more negative. It remains unknown if this generic uncertainty aversion results from one common or multiple distinct mechanisms.

The results in this report also have therapeutic implications. The documented therapeutic benefits of contingency management and cognitive–behavioral approaches may be mediated in part through their impact on drug users’ subjective valuation of the landscape of available rewards. For example, contingency management of drug abstinence increases the certainty of nondrug rewards by making them less distal and associated with clearly defined and realistic contingencies (Petry, 2000). This may facilitate the drug users’ decisions to pursue these rewards rather than further drug use. Similarly, skill sets developed via cognitive–behavioral and psychoeducational interventions (stress and anger management, drug refusal skills, problem-solving skills, distress tolerance) may increase perceived efficacy both for resisting short-term drug urges and for obtaining desired but previously less certain rewards in the social, professional, and health domains (e.g., Beck, Wright, Newman, & Liese, 2001). Working memory training and other cognitive remediation approaches hold high promise to impact decision-making deficits in these vulnerable populations of heavy drug users (Sofuoglu et al., 2010). In contrast, psychosocial treatments focusing on long-term negative consequences of drug use and/or distal rewards of drug abstinence may have limited effectiveness for drug users displaying decision making vulnerabilities biasing them toward immediate, certain rewards. Thus, considering the role of subjective reward valuation distortions may enable treatment providers to better prepare drug users for decision making pitfalls that may await them following the initial decision to reduce or abstain from further drug use.
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